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Our Video Library is available on our website! Our library includes all webinars, Reading
Around the Tree videos, and Music in the Treetops videos. To access this library, please
click here.

Anna Shaw Children’s Institute provides champion care to children and families for
happy, healthy lives.

Click Here to Listen to Our English and Spanish Podcasts! (scroll
to the bottom of the web page)

Sun Catcher Leaves for Fall
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Fall is in the air! We are excited to welcome cooler weather with all the sweltering heat we
have endured. With fall comes change: changing of the colors around us, changing of the
weather, and changing of the night sky coming a little sooner than it has been. Fall is the
perfect time to go outdoors with family and friends and soak in the beautiful colors and
cool temperatures. Even though the leaves haven’t quite changed around us just yet, we
have a way that you can make your own. This fall craft will be one that everyone in the
family can participate in, and it makes a lovely decoration to look at through your
windows. These fall leaf sun catchers are gorgeous when the sun hits them just right, and
you are sure to get in some good time with your kiddo while making them. 

Sun Catcher Leaves for Fall
Here are the materials that you will need to gather:
1.     Leaf template or draw a leaf yourself (remember, no leaf is perfectly shaped)



2.     Coffee filters (as many leaves as you want to make)
3.     Fall-colored markers (brown, orange, red, and yellow)
4.     Dish or pan
5.     Water dropper or water spray bottle

Step 1: Trace the shape of leaves onto the coffee filters. 
Step 2: Cut the leaf pattern out of the coffee filter
Step 3: Color the leaf with the fall colors you chose. It can be a scribble or a design. It
doesn’t matter because the colors will all blend together. 
Step 4: Drop water (with the water dropper or water spray bottle) on the colored coffee filter and
watch the colors blend together and mix. Be careful not to over-saturate the filter as it will take a
very long time to dry out or might rip.
Step 5: Once the filter has dried, hang them up in your window with a small piece of clear tape
and enjoy the beautiful view of fall colors!







For more information about Anna Shaw Children’s Institute, please visit our website
by clicking here.

https://www.hamiltonhealth.com/services/anna-shaw-childrens-institute/


Click Here to Watch a Heartwarming Video from Anna Shaw Children's Institute

Find out MORE

https://www.nationaldisabilityinstitute.org/press/march-is-developmental-disabilities-awareness-month/
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